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About This Game

Full Scale Restoration of the Japanese battleship “Yamato” in VR.

Battleship Yamato was constructed during the World War Ⅱ in 1941, and it was the biggest battleship ever built. Unfortunately,
Yamato didn’t last through the war, and it sank to the bottom of the sea.

Now, battleship Yamato is completely restored in full scale in VR. It is based on the blueprints and the recollections of the
actual crew who are still alive.

In this app, you can actually get on Yamato and walk across the deck, climb up the bridge, and go inside the ship.
See the Yamato crew taking command. View the explosions of the gun fire from a close distance.

The list below shows what you can actually see in the first edition of VR Yamato.

・Deck
・Inside the first bridge
・Inside the main gun

・Scene of the crew practicing firing the gun
・Fire control center

・Captain’s cabin
・Pilot house

・Hangar
・Ship’s kitchen
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With VR Yamato, enjoy the battleship from the perspective of an actual crew.
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Title: VR Battleship YAMATO
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Kanda Technologies
Publisher:
Kanda Technologies Inc.
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Battle For The Sun
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale. simple gameplay i like it. From the screen shots I was expecting
the game to be brimming over with content. It boasts huge item lists and large tech trees. However as I started advancing in the
game I noticed the items were functionaly identical. I have to give this game a huge thumbs down, it could have nailed it! but it
ended up fumbling and failing.. Bad. Really, really bad. It swings between being tought to control and having surrealist themes
that signify nothing. That said, the art is beautiful.. Its a good game to past the time.. I wouldn't reccomend this to a gosh darn
monkey. controls are terrible and i couldn't get through the first level DUE to such bad controls. overall:

0\/10 waste of storage space.. An amazing highscore chaser where you have to constantly balance risk and reward in order to
keep up your combo multiplier.. very googogogd. Horrororiented puzzle/adventure game. I found the game rather challenging,
especially since it was quite often hard to figure out what was next (alot of it just seemed illogical to me - and too many times
the objective was hidden in the graphical representation of the game).

If you like very hard adventure games with a horror-theme, this could be for you.. otherwise there are, in my opinion, many
other games out there I would recommend over this one.. PLZ DON,T BY NONE OF THE LAST HOPE GAMES THEY ALL
SUCK FOR REAL IT NOT WORTH BUYING
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hmm, I read so many positive reviews of this game. It is indeed a decent shmup, but it didn't get me hooked. No matter which
level or what enemies, you always have your same manoeuvres. Gets a bit boring after some levels doing always the same until
all enemies are wiped out.. No replay value after receiving the "good" ending. It has deer. Great game and a great story. I'm
repeating myself for the third time. Anyway, the only downsides are the achievements and the multiplayer of this game. The
achievements are very grindy especially the multiplayer ones. One more thing. The multiplayer is made with a "console(PS3,
XBOX) networking " in mind. This means, in this, the PC version of the game's multiplayer is very easy to cheat. This make the
achievements grind even more frustrating.. 5-7 $, а потом бац, и она фри ту плэй. Обидно однако. А сама игра шедевр, но
жалко онлайн маленький. Если бы людей побольше было б, тогда вапще ♥♥♥♥♥♥ь.. This is probably a fine game on a
phone where multi-touch is a thing, but with a mouse, it's frustrating.. interesting time management game. Some unusual
features and it's fun to plan ahead your sandbox game. When you select sandbox game you can pick 3 goals to achieve. Some of
it very hard to achieve simultaneously :) I'm glad I've bought this game, as a bonus it's in my native language with quality
translation. Can't ask for more!
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